Forum:Pheromone Reviews - Real People - Real Reviews Real Pheromones
Thread: New User Looking To Excite Wife
TNHusband - April 12, 2015, 5:51 am

I saw another new user with a very similar situation. I am in my early 40s with wife who is a few
years younger. She has a pretty low sex drive, but we have sex 4 to 5 times per month. She never
initiates and just doesn't seem that interested (at least not until we get started). I have been looking
for something that would create that excitement in her. Not looking to attract anyone else.
Now, I have tried Xist, Evolve, Xist-Evolve combo, and Ascend, but I haven't seen any effect from
her (or anyone else, for that matter). Not sure if they just don't work for me, for her, or both. I have
generally used 2 sprays on the base of my neck and chest, but went to 3 sprays of Evolve only, one
spray behind the neck and 2 on the chest. Still, no noticeable effect.
We aren't sitting or standing very close to each other very much, though. We probably sit 15 to 20
feet apart at home with the kids in the room most of the time, so not sure if that's part of the
problem.
I am looking at ordering LIIK v.1, but have also ordered P75 and Turn Up The Heat (neither is here
yet, though). All of these I chose from reviews here.
Any ideas would be great.
maxx55 - April 12, 2015, 6:00 am

First of all, welcome to the forum!
I personally cannot recommend a pure sexual product as I haven't tested one yet. However, I am
sure that another member will be able to make a good recommendation. I can say though that you
should definitely start at a low dose and work your way up. For example, start with 1 spray and go
from there. Also, since you are just now starting to use pheromones, only use 1 product at a time.
This allows you to fully understand it and how it works. For what you are looking for, I am sure that
you only need 1 product to accomplish that, no need to combo unless your goal changes later down
the road.
t-Rex - April 12, 2015, 7:14 am

welcome to the forum!
i bet you've already read WhiteNoise309's thread, so you know what the difference about l2k v.1
and v.2. from what situation you have, go for l2k v.1! but i don't get it why evolve doesn't work for
you, i've tried evolve+certo, and this combo work awesome. maybe you have to try evolve again,
just give it a time.
NuTrix - April 12, 2015, 1:34 pm

Welcome!
I will stick to a similar recommendation to the one for WhiteNoise309:
I've had LIIK v1 used on me and I was happily effected!
I'm also a fan of Love Potion Wanted Man and Heart Throb...if you think you can take it, check out

the "Dirty Old Man" pheromone blend there too. Designed for, but not limited to, men 40 and over...
Dirty Old Man:
PT
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-Dirty-Old-Man-Unscented-Review
LP Unscented
http://lovepotion.invisionzone.com/index.php?showtopic=10102
LP in Cologne
http://lovepotion.invisionzone.com/index.php?showtopic=10102
You can try the cologne for &#36;5 as a sample....just sayin'...
Perfect Match is a great bonding phero. If you two have been emotionally detached, it could help
you out too:
http://pherotruth.com/Thread-perfect-match-oil
My guy and I both have this pheromone blend and use it in our regular rotation.
They currently are carrying it in a cologne called Mark's Girl Nip that you could sample - yup - for
&#36;5
http://lovepotion.invisionzone.com/index.php?showtopic=9882
Happy experimenting!
Snoopyace - April 12, 2015, 5:47 pm

I can second the Perfect Match suggestion! Also, Grail of Affection from Pheromone Treasures.
Both work very well for me with my wife to help her feel more connected in the relationship which
leads to a lot of physical intimacy. For your situation, I think GOA might help the most (just my 2
cents.)
RTBoss - April 12, 2015, 8:10 pm

These suggestions are right on - my wife is just like yours. Never initiates, no interest. If I didn't say
anything, I'm sure she'd go months without and not bat an eyelash. For us? It sucks!
I get NO reaction with sexuals whatsoever. She reacts to some status products - like Aqua Vitae
from LAL as an example. She definitely reacts to comfort products, so that's interesting. It's not a
sexual reaction, but she feels emotionally closer, so I'm able to get her into the sack easier when
she feels the emotional bond more intimately.
I just started her on raw maca and stinging nettle root to get her some libido. :fingers crossed:
MMM - April 12, 2015, 11:11 pm

(04-12-2015 3:10 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;These suggestions are right on - my wife is just like
yours. Never initiates, no interest. If I didn't say anything, I'm sure she'd go months without and not
bat an eyelash. For us? It sucks!
I get NO reaction with sexuals whatsoever. She reacts to some status products - like Aqua Vitae
from LAL as an example. She definitely reacts to comfort products, so that's interesting. It's not a
sexual reaction, but she feels emotionally closer, so I'm able to get her into the sack easier when
she feels the emotional bond more intimately.
I just started her on raw maca and stinging nettle root to get her some libido. :fingers crossed:
Boss, you once posted a link to loaded with lots of info such as supplements for health, sex and
some bodybuilding. I had the link in my Bookmark, but changing browsers, I lost it. If you remember
it, would you post it again, please?

Thanks!
RTBoss - April 12, 2015, 11:45 pm

(04-12-2015 6:11 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;Boss, you once posted a link to loaded with lots of info
such as supplements for health, sex and some bodybuilding. I had the link in my Bookmark, but
changing browsers, I lost it. If you remember it, would you post it again, please?
Thanks!
Sure, mang.
I like to peruse:
Suppversity (also has a Facebook page)
Examine.com
Ergo-log.com
MMM - April 13, 2015, 12:00 am

(04-12-2015 6:45 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;Sure, mang.
I like to peruse:
Suppversity (also has a Facebook page)
Examine.com
Ergo-log.com
It was No. 3!
Thanks X 2!!!
TNHusband - April 13, 2015, 1:02 am

(04-12-2015 3:10 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;These suggestions are right on - my wife is just like
yours. Never initiates, no interest. If I didn't say anything, I'm sure she'd go months without and not
bat an eyelash. For us? It sucks!
I get NO reaction with sexuals whatsoever. She reacts to some status products - like Aqua Vitae
from LAL as an example. She definitely reacts to comfort products, so that's interesting. It's not a
sexual reaction, but she feels emotionally closer, so I'm able to get her into the sack easier when
she feels the emotional bond more intimately.
I just started her on raw maca and stinging nettle root to get her some libido. :fingers crossed:
Thanks! That is exactly one of my concerns. If she doesn't react to the sexuals, I guess I will move
on to the comfort products. I have Xist and Ascend. Don't think I have tried those alone yet, but I
will.
Paradox - April 13, 2015, 12:17 pm

(04-12-2015 12:51 AM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;I am in my early 40s with wife who is a few years
younger. She has a pretty low sex drive, but we have sex 4 to 5 times per month. She never
initiates and just doesn't seem that interested (at least not until we get started). I have been looking
for something that would create that excitement in her.
Interesting how people will turn to anything but themselves to entice women.
How about romance? Make a nice dinner for her. Wine and candlelight.
What turns her on? What made her marry you? What does she like? When was the last time you

had fun together?
Do you wear the same cologne all the time? Use the same body wash all the time?
When was the last time you gave her a massage? When was the last time you took her for a walk in
the park?
Sign you and her up for ballroom dance classes. Spend more time doing things with her that you
two have never done before. Go hot air ballooning. Go skiing for the weekend. Go to a Bed and
Breakfast getaway.

Or
Use pheromones. NuTrix and Snoopyace are experts as they are also in committed relationships.
NuTrix - April 13, 2015, 1:03 pm

Paradox! ^^^ You nailed it actually.
Not everyone is a horny girl like me...we can be enticed to be, but even most of my women friends
are far more reserved than I am.
Most women need to feel connected in a relationship for the physical attraction to move to the
forefront. Seems like particularly within a dedicated relationship - long term or married. I believe that
must be why the bonding blends (in conjunction with the sexuals) likely play so well on a lot of us.
Most women are in a relationship because they WANTED that connection/closeness/friendship with
a partner. When we feel understood and loved, most of us will become more receptive to deeper
intimacy, sexual or otherwise.
Just a woman's perspective here of course.... ^_~
RTBoss - April 13, 2015, 1:42 pm

(04-13-2015 7:17 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Interesting how people will turn to anything but
themselves to entice women.
How about romance? Make a nice dinner for her. Wine and candlelight.
What turns her on? What made her marry you? What does she like? When was the last time you
had fun together?
Do you wear the same cologne all the time? Use the same body wash all the time?
When was the last time you gave her a massage? When was the last time you took her for a walk in
the park?
Sign you and her up for ballroom dance classes. Spend more time doing things with her that you
two have never done before. Go hot air ballooning. Go skiing for the weekend. Go to a Bed and
Breakfast getaway.

Or
Use pheromones. NuTrix and Snoopyace are experts as they are also in committed relationships.

Are you married?
Paradox - April 13, 2015, 2:05 pm

(04-13-2015 8:42 AM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;Are you married?
Well...I am not married but I have extensive experience with women.
As a PUA I have picked up many girls (Don't ask how many. I used to count how many but lost
count). I have juggled 7 girlfriends at the same time (no easy task!).
I have been in long and short term relationships with women.
I am not as qualified as NuTrix and Snoopyace on committed relationships but I have lived with
women for years at a time.
TNHusband - April 13, 2015, 2:35 pm

(04-13-2015 7:17 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Interesting how people will turn to anything but
themselves to entice women.
How about romance? Make a nice dinner for her. Wine and candlelight.
What turns her on? What made her marry you? What does she like? When was the last time you
had fun together?
Do you wear the same cologne all the time? Use the same body wash all the time?
When was the last time you gave her a massage? When was the last time you took her for a walk in
the park?
Sign you and her up for ballroom dance classes. Spend more time doing things with her that you
two have never done before. Go hot air ballooning. Go skiing for the weekend. Go to a Bed and
Breakfast getaway.

Or
Use pheromones. NuTrix and Snoopyace are experts as they are also in committed relationships.
Well, let's see. I planned a getaway weekend two years ago. Within 12 hours, she "missed the
kids" and was ready to leave. We stayed one night (rather than 3) and went back to her parents'
house for the rest of the weekend. I have suggested getaway weekends 2 more times since then,
but cannot get her to agree.
I took her to a concert she wanted to see (almost &#36;300 a ticket), dinner at The Palm, arranged
to have the kids stay at my parents, blocked out the entire next day. She came home and was
asleep within 20 minutes of walking in the door.
Not sure how many more examples to give, but it certainly isn't an issue of not trying. I have
arranged full day spa treatments, arranged a girls weekend to Vegas for you to reduce stress, etc.
We still aren't connecting sexually, so, I am willing to try other things. (04-13-2015 9:05 AM)
Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Well...I am not married but I have extensive experience with women.
As a PUA I have picked up many girls (Don't ask how many. I used to count how many but lost
count). I have juggled 7 girlfriends at the same time (no easy task!).

I have been in long and short term relationships with women.
I am not as qualified as NuTrix and Snoopyace on committed relationships but I have lived with
women for years at a time.
Add kids to the mix and THEN compare the situation.
Snoopyace - April 13, 2015, 2:47 pm

(04-13-2015 9:35 AM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;Well, let's see. I planned a getaway weekend two
years ago. Within 12 hours, she "missed the kids" and was ready to leave. We stayed one night
(rather than 3) and went back to her parents' house for the rest of the weekend. I have suggested
getaway weekends 2 more times since then, but cannot get her to agree.
I took her to a concert she wanted to see (almost &#36;300 a ticket), dinner at The Palm, arranged
to have the kids stay at my parents, blocked out the entire next day. She came home and was
asleep within 20 minutes of walking in the door.
Not sure how many more examples to give, but it certainly isn't an issue of not trying. I have
arranged full day spa treatments, arranged a girls weekend to Vegas for you to reduce stress, etc.
We still aren't connecting sexually, so, I am willing to try other things.

Add kids to the mix and THEN compare the situation.
It sounds like she's so caught up in all the day to day 'stuff' that she's really lost that sense of being
really connected in a relationship. Phero wise, I'd suggest either Perfect Match from Love Potion or
Grail of Affection from Pheromone Treasures. Both work very well at 'resetting' the relationship
(especially GOA) and reminding a person of the initial connection they felt. Both are more about
opening a person up to a romantic connection again. In my experience, that makes the person
more open to sexual intimacy as well. I do hope our suggestions are helping.
I can only speak from my experience and say that these two products have helped for me at times
when the heavy hitting sexual blends don't. Once she starts feeling more connected with you in the
loving romantic way, then she will probably be ready for something like Wanted Man or Evolve.
MeltingAsh - April 13, 2015, 4:05 pm

I am also married with 2 small kids, busy life. Similar to RtBoss comfort products create closeness,
not much from anything else other then smell complaints. My wife enjoys free time to do nothing or
binge watch a show with me sitting there. Spend the time doing hanging out and continue with your
other efforts to minimize her being overwhelmed and treat her whenever you can with something
sweet and unasked without an intention for sex. In time, doing that with or without mones may help.
I have l2k v1 in leather and steel and it is a good daily with a nice scent. It will help with comfort. Use
it alone for at least a month with 2 days off at least through the week. It may make you tired so TAA
from AD is a good add or combo.
Paradox - April 13, 2015, 4:16 pm

(04-13-2015 9:35 AM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;Well, let's see. I planned a getaway weekend two
years ago. Within 12 hours, she "missed the kids" and was ready to leave. We stayed one night
(rather than 3) and went back to her parents' house for the rest of the weekend. I have suggested
getaway weekends 2 more times since then, but cannot get her to agree.
I took her to a concert she wanted to see (almost &#36;300 a ticket), dinner at The Palm, arranged
to have the kids stay at my parents, blocked out the entire next day. She came home and was
asleep within 20 minutes of walking in the door.

Not sure how many more examples to give, but it certainly isn't an issue of not trying. I have
arranged full day spa treatments, arranged a girls weekend to Vegas for you to reduce stress, etc.
We still aren't connecting sexually, so, I am willing to try other things.
Add kids to the mix and THEN compare the situation.
Sounds like this problem is deeper than most. I can't give marriage counseling for this issue here on
the Net however, I do know there is more to this than you are telling.
I would stick to NuTrix and Snoopyace's advice.
TNHusband - April 13, 2015, 4:41 pm

(04-13-2015 11:16 AM)Paradox Wrote: &nbsp;Sounds like this problem is deeper than most. I can't
give marriage counseling for this issue here on the Net however, I do know there is more to this than
you are telling.
I would stick to NuTrix and Snoopyace's advice.
Yes, it is a deeper issue. I wish it were more simple, but there are a NUMBER of issues involved.
None are big enough to cause a breakup or need full blown marriage counseling (the marriage is
very good otherwise), but just looking for something that might "take the edge off" as it relates to her
sexual desire. I think if she could loosen up just a bit, both of us would be satisfied with the
situation. So, trying Pheromones seemed like a good possibility.
Back to the Pheromones, I tried 3 full sprays of Evolve last night about 3 hours before bedtime.
She didn't even comment. She's got a pretty good nose, so I am surprised she didn't at least say
something about the "smell" (my son did, surprisingly enough). The LIIK v. should be here today or
tomorrow, so I think I'll try that. If that doesn't work, I'll use some of the other suggestions on
comfort Pheromones. I'll probably do that anyway, but I'd like to rule out the sexual Pheromones
I've already ordered before moving to new orders.
Thanks!
MeltingAsh - April 13, 2015, 4:48 pm

I would say it probably is not any different from many marriages with kids, especially small or young
children. There probably is a deeper issue, which could be time in a day, sleep deprivation, routines
that enable 2 people from having time together where minds are on the same track . If housework,
events and all else can be managed to help provide spare time, the little things can add up to the
whole. I would say it was deeper if there was conflict as well. If you love them, be with them, talk to
them and try to plan whatever you can to avoid stress and worry. The plans are not limited to date
nights but anything that helps avoid thinking about stuff vs thinking about you and enjoying time
together. A hobby or class like was suggested may be a good idea.
RTBoss - April 13, 2015, 4:53 pm

My newest strategy works well. I told my wife I'm done with porn and Rosy Palm (which, I am - the
free EPRHA subliminal over at Indigo gave me a leg up here). Since she knows the only way I'm
getting relief is her ALONE, our sex life has quadrupled. Instead of once a month, it's weekly. I
don't know if she just feels bad, or is glad that she's the only source of sexual anything in my life, but
it works - and that's all that matters.
MeltingAsh - April 13, 2015, 5:22 pm

Wow, I would really need to avoid alpha products with that strategy, but you know what, with that
extra time, if spent with your significant other it could help. I may try following your lead. How long
did you listen to the sub before stopping?

RTBoss - April 13, 2015, 5:41 pm

(04-13-2015 12:22 PM)MeltingAsh Wrote: &nbsp;Wow, I would really need to avoid alpha products
with that strategy, but you know what, with that extra time, if spent with your significant other it could
help. I may try following your lead. How long did you listen to the sub before stopping?
Stop fappin', or stop the sub? If it's fappin', three days. Quick non-interest in solo-play and porn
(alcohol too). I listened to the sub for 32 days, then started Alpha Male 6 - which has EPHRA in
every stage.
stefdude - April 15, 2015, 12:43 am

You can try mega doses of DHEAS.Above 200mcg.Try 300-400mcg.You can buy from
pheromonexs, choose 100mcg per spray.
Check this thread:http://pherotruth.com/Thread-DHEAS-EST there is another one but I can't find
it.Also another member who used it told me it works.It's on my future plans to test but you can test it
first
RTBoss - April 15, 2015, 2:55 am

Just a note, DHEAS is in PXS's Ascend, Exotica, and Evolve. In what amounts? :shrugs:
Abba - April 15, 2015, 4:16 am

(04-12-2015 3:10 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;These suggestions are right on - my wife is just like
yours. Never initiates, no interest. If I didn't say anything, I'm sure she'd go months without and not
bat an eyelash. For us? It sucks!
I get NO reaction with sexuals whatsoever. She reacts to some status products - like Aqua Vitae
from LAL as an example. She definitely reacts to comfort products, so that's interesting. It's not a
sexual reaction, but she feels emotionally closer, so I'm able to get her into the sack easier when
she feels the emotional bond more intimately.
I just started her on raw maca and stinging nettle root to get her some libido. :fingers crossed:
Take her to a health professional - either alternative medicine or integrative medical doctor. Her
hormones are probably not balanced. This can be rectified by someone who knows what he is
doing. It's generally not a do-it-yourself project unless you are an expert in this field.
Specific advice over the internet is useless. It must be individually tailor made based on blood test
results with follow ups to tweak progress.
This will also lessen age related diseases in later life - very worthwhile. I know what I am talking
about.
Good luck.
TNHusband - April 15, 2015, 4:18 pm

Here's an update. I received P75 (neroli scent) and Turn Up The Heat yesterday. I tried the P75,
but the neroli scent is awful (I just don't like musk). So, I only put on one spray. Wife didn't seem to
react at all, but probably didn't stay within close enough distance to her to really make any impact. I
will try Turn Up The Heat today.
I have also ordered LIIK v.1 (ordered yesterday), as well as GoA and THU (ordered today). If one
of these doesn't work, I guess I'll give it up. However, in thinking about this, is it possible I am just
not spending enough time in close proximity to my wife for these to work? While kids are awake, we
have very little time together. She's in the kitchen, doing laundry, etc. and I'm doing kids homework,
going to baseball practice, etc. Other than when we are getting into bed at the end of the night, it is
possible that we aren't within 10 feet or so of each other for more than a few minutes at a time.
I plan on making an effort to sit next to her on the sofa tonight (probably 45 minutes to an hour of

TV time), but not sure how long it takes for the Pheromones to "kick in." Also, are some of these
Pheromones strong enough to affect her as she sleeps? She often is asleep before the kids, so that
cuts our time together down quite a bit.
WhiteNoise309 - April 15, 2015, 5:47 pm

(04-13-2015 11:53 AM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;My newest strategy works well. I told my wife I'm
done with porn and Rosy Palm (which, I am - the free EPRHA subliminal over at Indigo gave me a
leg up here). Since she knows the only way I'm getting relief is her ALONE, our sex life has
quadrupled. Instead of once a month, it's weekly. I don't know if she just feels bad, or is glad that
she's the only source of sexual anything in my life, but it works - and that's all that matters. I want to
do exactly that. About 6 weeks or so ago I went no-porn/no-fap. She is dealing with a change in my
behavior as far as sexual interest goes. I haven't had the opportunity to have this conversation but I
will.
I'm 44 and while not quite in the ED zone I had a few less than stellar performances, if you know
what I mean. I got checked out and the doctor confirmed that I'm healthy and that any issues I
might be having are not physical (i.e. it's all psychological.) Well in this process I learned that Rosey
Palmer is not my friend, nor is porn. I won't go into that here (anyone feel free to PM if they want to
know more.)
As a result things improved a lot. I even got Cialis to try out making me like a 19 year old rockstar
to the point where we had great sex enough times that I don't even need the stuff anymore. The
expectation of a great time is back, performance anxiety is gone, performance is back to great, and
we've had more sex.
I think communicating this would go a long way to setting expectations. One of my problems right
now is that I'll make a move and she seems almost blindsided because she wasn't picking up on my
signals. Maybe she'll be looking at those signals more.
WhiteNoise309 - April 15, 2015, 6:56 pm

(04-15-2015 11:18 AM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;Here's an update. I received P75 (neroli scent)
and Turn Up The Heat yesterday. I tried the P75, but the neroli scent is awful (I just don't like
musk). So, I only put on one spray. Wife didn't seem to react at all, but probably didn't stay within
close enough distance to her to really make any impact. I will try Turn Up The Heat today.
I have also ordered LIIK v.1 (ordered yesterday), as well as GoA and THU (ordered today). If one
of these doesn't work, I guess I'll give it up. However, in thinking about this, is it possible I am just
not spending enough time in close proximity to my wife for these to work? While kids are awake, we
have very little time together. She's in the kitchen, doing laundry, etc. and I'm doing kids homework,
going to baseball practice, etc. Other than when we are getting into bed at the end of the night, it is
possible that we aren't within 10 feet or so of each other for more than a few minutes at a time.
I plan on making an effort to sit next to her on the sofa tonight (probably 45 minutes to an hour of
TV time), but not sure how long it takes for the Pheromones to "kick in." Also, are some of these
Pheromones strong enough to affect her as she sleeps? She often is asleep before the kids, so that
cuts our time together down quite a bit. I've had my products for 2 days.
Night 1 - I used Grail of Affection. I was hoping to initiate some intimacy see if I could get her to
simply pay attention to me. I got nothin'. Admittedly she wasn't feeling great as we've both been
coming off some kind of minor cold with a mild dry cough (weird one.) When she she's not feeling
100%, of course she has almost negative interest in any intimacy.
I'd say "fine, when not at max health.. hands off" but when you have a 4 year old kid that goes to
day-care part-time, someone has some kind of bug at least every other week. I've come to really
appreciate and take full advantage of those days when (1) no one is sick, (2) her back or body isn't

hurting, (3) she isn't complaining about super sore muscles from running, (4) isn't super exhausted.
Even then when it's physical pain I try to work in a massage which can lead to sex half the time.
Nothing works better than two drinks, a massage, or both.
OK, so we're in bed watching TV after the kid finally goes to sleep and GOA did nothing for me
despite even with me trying to get her attention.
However, I think it might have affected my daughter. My 4 year old daughter got unusually
emotional and very clingy. She asked me to not go to work the next day. Could it be GOA?
Possibly. But she's 4 and stuff like this isn't unexpected.
Still, GoA had no apparent affect on my wife despite minor effort on my part. Nothing like people
describe
Night 2 - I used L2K (v1). I was out most of the evening. She put the kid to bed and I got home at
9. She was drinking a beer. I'm thinking "YAY! A drink! Maybe she wants sex!"
Nothin. She finished her beer, brushed her teeth, and before I know it she's in bed talking about
how tired she is and how excited she is to get some solid sleep tonight. She throws on her eye
mask, ear plugs, and mouth guard (super sexy /s) shutting out the world after saying good night
without even a kiss. It's over, dude! I didn't even get the usual hug or cuddle just before checking
out.
Now I didn't make a play for her. I did hang with her right after I got home while she she finished
watching something stupid on TV finishing her beer (20 mins) until it was over and she made b-line
to brushing and getting to sleep. I devoted my full attention to her while sitting with her on the bed.
If she was to get any hit or was in the mood for anything from the drink, she gave me 0 openings.
Usually the opening is even 2 seconds of eye contact which is all I need to make a move.
I was hoping for her to have even a minuscule reaction to the one and just take a little notice to me.
It's clear that she had her mind made up about how the night would play out before I even got home
and followed the playbook.
It's just funny that I hear people talk about how wild L2K makes women wild and mine, despite a
drink, acted completely unaffected.
So WTF. It's clear that I don't know what I'm doing. If I never read these forums I'd be thinking this
stuff is working against me.
But I'm not giving up. I clearly need a game plan. While I want to wear intimate stuff while just
hanging out to see if she gets a hit and softens up a bit, maybe getting a slight emotional response
or desire for a little attention or intimacy, I don't now if that's going to work unless everything is
just-right.
Clearly I'm trying to fight uphill here with mones as opposed to using them to enhance an already
positive situation to close the deal.
So new plan is:
1) Mones are to be used when I'm already making positive progress for an evening of sex and/or
intimacy. Use them to enhance the situation with the hope that she'll want to come back for more in
a few days. Maybe something bonding or emotinoal could do this.
2) Maybe I need to use something Alpha when pursuing her. I know that she prefers to be
dominated or "taken" and is usually in that mood when she's a little drunk. Maybe I need to lay on a
alpha-sexual mone, get her drunk, and be aggressive.
Repeat experiences open the door for more. More and more frequent encounters lead to more
frequent encounters.
My problem is that someone gets sick or hurt, there's a two week dry spell, then it's apparently
difficult spark that back up like I'm starting all over. I was hoping GoA or L2K would be a good to
use to encourage interest in making an night and maybe it will yet.

Also I wonder if sexual one like Evolve will simply "get her panties" wet and open the door for me.
Everyone says Evolve does that to women. Involuntary panty leakage is something I can work with
I thought I had my plan all figured out but mones just don't work the way I thought they would. I
expected some kind of reaction or slight modification of behavior but I might as well be wearing
rubbing alcohol.
I'll keep it up and let you know if anything works for me. Meanwhile I have to try to figure out what
to try next.
Products I have:
L2K v1 - To be sexually approachable
Grail of Affection - To get attention
Bliss, Cohesion, and Evolve (I got the B.C.E. Combo. I may use E alone or a combination of 2/3.)
Xist - I'm not sure why. I thought maybe it could be useful for inducing that new-relationship/starting
over spark.
Oxytocin - Long story but I have a theory here. Using this during sex and orgasm for a bonding and
love.
Certo - Is on it's way in the mail. It's another relationship/intimate thing.
Evolve is the only thing I have that's really sexual. I'm considering getting New Pheromone Additive
or similar for that pure-sexual dominant male thing. I'm wondering if maybe things are too
comfortable and she needs that feeling of a strange alpha-dominant man to mix things up.
I'm all over the place here.
SeekingSuccess - April 15, 2015, 7:20 pm

Whitenoise: Try Xist and evolve together! See what happens then. You have sprays or oils?
WhiteNoise309 - April 15, 2015, 7:32 pm

(04-15-2015 2:20 PM)SeekingSuccess Wrote: &nbsp;Whitenoise: Try Xist and evolve together! See
what happens then. You have sprays or oils? Will do. Thanks!
I have sprays. I went with sprays because they were cheaper to try and I wanted to try a bunch of
products. If anything works well I'll be getting the oils.
Afraid of ODing on anything. I generally go with 1 spray each (indoor at home use close contact, it
should be enough.)
RTBoss - April 15, 2015, 10:21 pm

(04-15-2015 1:56 PM)WhiteNoise309 Wrote: &nbsp;I've had my products for 2 days.
Night 1 - I used Grail of Affection. I was hoping to initiate some intimacy see if I could get her to
simply pay attention to me. I got nothin'. Admittedly she wasn't feeling great as we've both been
coming off some kind of minor cold with a mild dry cough (weird one.) When she she's not feeling
100%, of course she has almost negative interest in any intimacy.
I'd say "fine, when not at max health.. hands off" but when you have a 4 year old kid that goes to
day-care part-time, someone has some kind of bug at least every other week. I've come to really
appreciate and take full advantage of those days when (1) no one is sick, (2) her back or body isn't
hurting, (3) she isn't complaining about super sore muscles from running, (4) isn't super exhausted.
Even then when it's physical pain I try to work in a massage which can lead to sex half the time.
Nothing works better than two drinks, a massage, or both.
OK, so we're in bed watching TV after the kid finally goes to sleep and GOA did nothing for me
despite even with me trying to get her attention.
However, I think it might have affected my daughter. My 4 year old daughter got unusually

emotional and very clingy. She asked me to not go to work the next day. Could it be GOA?
Possibly. But she's 4 and stuff like this isn't unexpected.
Still, GoA had no apparent affect on my wife despite minor effort on my part. Nothing like people
describe
Night 2 - I used L2K (v1). I was out most of the evening. She put the kid to bed and I got home at
9. She was drinking a beer. I'm thinking "YAY! A drink! Maybe she wants sex!"
Nothin. She finished her beer, brushed her teeth, and before I know it she's in bed talking about
how tired she is and how excited she is to get some solid sleep tonight. She throws on her eye
mask, ear plugs, and mouth guard (super sexy /s) shutting out the world after saying good night
without even a kiss. It's over, dude! I didn't even get the usual hug or cuddle just before checking
out.
Now I didn't make a play for her. I did hang with her right after I got home while she she finished
watching something stupid on TV finishing her beer (20 mins) until it was over and she made b-line
to brushing and getting to sleep. I devoted my full attention to her while sitting with her on the bed.
If she was to get any hit or was in the mood for anything from the drink, she gave me 0 openings.
Usually the opening is even 2 seconds of eye contact which is all I need to make a move.
I was hoping for her to have even a minuscule reaction to the one and just take a little notice to me.
It's clear that she had her mind made up about how the night would play out before I even got home
and followed the playbook.
It's just funny that I hear people talk about how wild L2K makes women wild and mine, despite a
drink, acted completely unaffected.
So WTF. It's clear that I don't know what I'm doing. If I never read these forums I'd be thinking this
stuff is working against me.
But I'm not giving up. I clearly need a game plan. While I want to wear intimate stuff while just
hanging out to see if she gets a hit and softens up a bit, maybe getting a slight emotional response
or desire for a little attention or intimacy, I don't now if that's going to work unless everything is
just-right.
Clearly I'm trying to fight uphill here with mones as opposed to using them to enhance an already
positive situation to close the deal.
So new plan is:
1) Mones are to be used when I'm already making positive progress for an evening of sex and/or
intimacy. Use them to enhance the situation with the hope that she'll want to come back for more in
a few days. Maybe something bonding or emotinoal could do this.
2) Maybe I need to use something Alpha when pursuing her. I know that she prefers to be
dominated or "taken" and is usually in that mood when she's a little drunk. Maybe I need to lay on a
alpha-sexual mone, get her drunk, and be aggressive.
Repeat experiences open the door for more. More and more frequent encounters lead to more
frequent encounters.
My problem is that someone gets sick or hurt, there's a two week dry spell, then it's apparently
difficult spark that back up like I'm starting all over. I was hoping GoA or L2K would be a good to
use to encourage interest in making an night and maybe it will yet.
Also I wonder if sexual one like Evolve will simply "get her panties" wet and open the door for me.
Everyone says Evolve does that to women. Involuntary panty leakage is something I can work with
I thought I had my plan all figured out but mones just don't work the way I thought they would. I
expected some kind of reaction or slight modification of behavior but I might as well be wearing
rubbing alcohol.

I'll keep it up and let you know if anything works for me. Meanwhile I have to try to figure out what
to try next.
Products I have:
L2K v1 - To be sexually approachable
Grail of Affection - To get attention
Bliss, Cohesion, and Evolve (I got the B.C.E. Combo. I may use E alone or a combination of 2/3.)
Xist - I'm not sure why. I thought maybe it could be useful for inducing that new-relationship/starting
over spark.
Oxytocin - Long story but I have a theory here. Using this during sex and orgasm for a bonding and
love.
Certo - Is on it's way in the mail. It's another relationship/intimate thing.
Evolve is the only thing I have that's really sexual. I'm considering getting New Pheromone Additive
or similar for that pure-sexual dominant male thing. I'm wondering if maybe things are too
comfortable and she needs that feeling of a strange alpha-dominant man to mix things up.
I'm all over the place here.
Totally feel for ya, man. I said to my wife the other day that it's crazy how many women are out
there that PRAY for men like me (us) who want their wife to be into them as much I am into her (and
that she should be GRATEFUL I want her sooo bad sooo often).
So there are these women who want the Big D BAD with men who couldn't care less, and men like
us with women who couldn't care less. If I ever had to do it over again (hope not), I'd make sure I
had a near-nympho on my hands :rolf:!
Off to add a drop of Evolve oil to my neck...hope the next three hours can spark somethin'!
WhiteNoise309 - April 16, 2015, 12:02 am

(04-15-2015 5:21 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;Totally feel for ya, man. I said to my wife the other
day that it's crazy how many women are out there that PRAY for men like me (us) who want their
wife to be into them as much I am into her (and that she should be GRATEFUL I want her sooo bad
sooo often).
So there are these women who want the Big D BAD with men who couldn't care less, and men like
us with women who couldn't care less. If I ever had to do it over again (hope not), I'd make sure I
had a near-nympho on my hands :rolf:!
Off to add a drop of Evolve oil to my neck...hope the next three hours can spark somethin'! My
reaction is "Ditto" but I guess my situation isn't quite as bad as yours, though it seems equally as
hopeless most of the time.
It's ironic that so many women out there complain that their man has lost interest in them yet here
we are in the reverse situation. How many women are trying to get that spark back and we're
complaining about the same.
My wife is not the perfect woman if you go by a checklist but she has qualities that are rare in
women and I love her for those. I've even come to fall in love with her more over time, not the
opposite. Don't get me wrong, she's cute, heck she was a cute high school and college cheerleader
(and thankfully aged quite well) and she's a wonderful woman, but I'm not pining over her because
she's a goddess or anything. She's just my wife, my love, and I want it to be the best it can be. I
want what I've got.
And despite periods of her body going (much due to pregnancy) never lost my attraction to her.

Thankfully she's taken up running again and her body is getting into excellent shape. Clue to me I
need to do the same and just started getting back into shape myself. Perhaps that will go a LONG
way getting her more interested in me, but I doubt it'll change much (it can't hurt for a lot of reasons.)
I haven't been the perfect husband at all but I'm present and want to be there. Like you I'm starting
to feel a bit unappreciated. I try to tell myself that a lot of that is in my head and it probably is.
The problem with marrying a near-nympho is infidelity. In younger years the more sexually
aggressive the woman, the more she was likely to cheat despite her morals or intentions. When
they're hot, it's hard to say no in the moment and guys never stop trying. I started looking to more
sexualy-stable women for "the one." Ironically when I met her she said the nickname some guys
gave her was "nyph." She was overselling herself though
In retrospect I could have handled a sexually adventurous woman even if she cheated a few times
purely out of sexual hunger if she was truly devoted to me. I might even condone it? I don't know.
Maybe I'm just saying that because I'm confident my wife wouldn't.
I don't give her enough credit. She does make the occasional effort and once in a while totally
surprises me and does or says the exact right thing at the right time making everything perfect
again. However the other 90% of the time it seems like we're on different wavelengths as far as
emotional intimacy and sex goes.
A month back I told her I had "morning wood" (as I do pretty much daily) just joking around. She
said "I can't do anything about that now" (since she was literally on her way out the door.) She said,
"I'll jump your bones later." To my surprise she jumped my bones that night in an unusual display of
sexual initiation. I'm still trying to figure out how to reproduce this kind of event.
Another night a few weeks back we were sitting in bed watching TV and she randomly reached over
and grabbed my hog which was coincidentally hard at the time for not good reason. She said,
"Ooooh!?" very surprised and we proceeded to get it on with nearly no foreplay.
The incidents are rare and most likely right around ovulation (God's gift to men.) I'm hoping to, with
mones, find a way to increase the frequency of that kind of interest. That's all. And not just sexual.
Having her say something about how in love with me she is would be pretty swell.
Last week we hadn't had sex in over a week and a half because just when I thought she was
ovulating and we might do it, she started her period which for some reason lasts almost a week. Six
days later I figure out she's not anymore and initiate. She was ambivalent about it and made a
comment about "satisfying my needs" which makes me feel like shit. As we start getting into it she
said "I was just going to wait one more day and do this tomorrow," as in she would be 100% clear of
the period. I felt better knowing she intended to communicate to me that she was available (if not
totally interested.)
Well it's a good thing I did that night because the next day I had a nagging cough due to some kind
of cold that lasted a whole week and she got it too. So excuse me if I'm not trying to jump on every
opportunity because I never know what tomorrow is going to throw at me.
It's stupid that I'm trying to figure this out and I'm clearly over-thinking it. In any case there has to
be something I can do between my behavior and mones to get her to lock-on emotionally and just
show more interest.
I got some Oxytocin which is powerful for bonding and love. I'm not quite sure how to use it or if I
even should. I have to do a lot of research on this because I don't want to mess myself up with
self-exposure while not having the affect I want on her.

MeltingAsh - April 16, 2015, 12:59 am

(04-14-2015 7:43 PM)stefdude Wrote: &nbsp;You can try mega doses of DHEAS.Above
200mcg.Try 300-400mcg.You can buy from pheromonexs, choose 100mcg per spray.
Check this thread:http://pherotruth.com/Thread-DHEAS-EST there is another one but I can't find
it.Also another member who used it told me it works.It's on my future plans to test but you can test it
first
Thank-you for highlighting StefDude, I was actually looking for a post like this on DHEAS
kimosabe - April 16, 2015, 1:18 am

Try this - wear your usual app of GOA. When she comes out of the bathroom after brushing her
teeth, lovingly pull her towards you and, before she has time to react or protest, go deep kissing her,
while backing her gently into the nearest wall.
At the wall, start necking her and allow your hands to start roaming. Say lovey-dovey-hot-n-heavy
stuff like "oh BABY I've missed you so much," etc. Begin SEDUCTIVELY undressing her at the wall.
Then take it the rest of the way from there. Report back.
TNHusband - April 16, 2015, 3:01 am

(04-15-2015 7:02 PM)WhiteNoise309 Wrote: &nbsp;My reaction is "Ditto" but I guess my situation
isn't quite as bad as yours, though it seems equally as hopeless most of the time.
It's ironic that so many women out there complain that their man has lost interest in them yet here
we are in the reverse situation. How many women are trying to get that spark back and we're
complaining about the same.
My wife is not the perfect woman if you go by a checklist but she has qualities that are rare in
women and I love her for those. I've even come to fall in love with her more over time, not the
opposite. Don't get me wrong, she's cute, heck she was a cute high school and college cheerleader
(and thankfully aged quite well) and she's a wonderful woman, but I'm not pining over her because
she's a goddess or anything. She's just my wife, my love, and I want it to be the best it can be. I
want what I've got.
And despite periods of her body going (much due to pregnancy) never lost my attraction to her.
Thankfully she's taken up running again and her body is getting into excellent shape. Clue to me I
need to do the same and just started getting back into shape myself. Perhaps that will go a LONG
way getting her more interested in me, but I doubt it'll change much (it can't hurt for a lot of reasons.)
I haven't been the perfect husband at all but I'm present and want to be there. Like you I'm starting
to feel a bit unappreciated. I try to tell myself that a lot of that is in my head and it probably is.
The problem with marrying a near-nympho is infidelity. In younger years the more sexually
aggressive the woman, the more she was likely to cheat despite her morals or intentions. When
they're hot, it's hard to say no in the moment and guys never stop trying. I started looking to more
sexualy-stable women for "the one." Ironically when I met her she said the nickname some guys
gave her was "nyph." She was overselling herself though
In retrospect I could have handled a sexually adventurous woman even if she cheated a few times
purely out of sexual hunger if she was truly devoted to me. I might even condone it? I don't know.
Maybe I'm just saying that because I'm confident my wife wouldn't.
I don't give her enough credit. She does make the occasional effort and once in a while totally
surprises me and does or says the exact right thing at the right time making everything perfect
again. However the other 90% of the time it seems like we're on different wavelengths as far as
emotional intimacy and sex goes.

A month back I told her I had "morning wood" (as I do pretty much daily) just joking around. She
said "I can't do anything about that now" (since she was literally on her way out the door.) She said,
"I'll jump your bones later." To my surprise she jumped my bones that night in an unusual display of
sexual initiation. I'm still trying to figure out how to reproduce this kind of event.
Another night a few weeks back we were sitting in bed watching TV and she randomly reached over
and grabbed my hog which was coincidentally hard at the time for not good reason. She said,
"Ooooh!?" very surprised and we proceeded to get it on with nearly no foreplay.
The incidents are rare and most likely right around ovulation (God's gift to men.) I'm hoping to, with
mones, find a way to increase the frequency of that kind of interest. That's all. And not just sexual.
Having her say something about how in love with me she is would be pretty swell.
Last week we hadn't had sex in over a week and a half because just when I thought she was
ovulating and we might do it, she started her period which for some reason lasts almost a week. Six
days later I figure out she's not anymore and initiate. She was ambivalent about it and made a
comment about "satisfying my needs" which makes me feel like shit. As we start getting into it she
said "I was just going to wait one more day and do this tomorrow," as in she would be 100% clear of
the period. I felt better knowing she intended to communicate to me that she was available (if not
totally interested.)
Well it's a good thing I did that night because the next day I had a nagging cough due to some kind
of cold that lasted a whole week and she got it too. So excuse me if I'm not trying to jump on every
opportunity because I never know what tomorrow is going to throw at me.
It's stupid that I'm trying to figure this out and I'm clearly over-thinking it. In any case there has to
be something I can do between my behavior and mones to get her to lock-on emotionally and just
show more interest.
I got some Oxytocin which is powerful for bonding and love. I'm not quite sure how to use it or if I
even should. I have to do a lot of research on this because I don't want to mess myself up with
self-exposure while not having the affect I want on her.
I'm with you guys. Great woman that I love dearly and the only issue is her desire. Unlike you, she
NEVER initiates. Until a year or so ago, there was also the regular rejection, but we had a
SERIOUS conversation about it and she rarely outright rejects now. But the same type of
conversation and initiating and/or just getting excited about sex from time to time has produced no
similar result. She is fine once things get started, but never seems interested beforehand.
Tonight is first night using Turn Up The Heat, so we'll see. Evolve flopped, Xist hasn't worked, the 2
together hasn't worked, and I have LIIK on the way. Just looking for something that triggers a
reaction once in a while. Once a month or so would be awesome, but we'll see.
WhiteNoise309 - April 16, 2015, 9:23 pm

OK, so I had an interesting event last night. Let's see if I can share without TMI
I used:
Evolve, Xist, and Grail of Affection. It wasn't my intent to use all 3 but it SeekingSuccess suggested
Xist with Evolve, and I threw on GoA at the last minute to see if I could get some attention with it.
Evolve - 1 spray inside right wrist
Xist - 1 spray just above the wrist (next to Evolve) on the inside right arm.
GoA - 1 drop (oil) back of the neck.
Well something happened but I can't say whether or not the mones had anything to do with it. She

was in a good mood not complaining about anything like not feeling well or body pain. She was
actively stuff together for he run in the morning with her lady running friends. The TV in the
bedroom was paused form some reality crap she was watching earlier (I think Survivor) and she
said "Feel free to change it."
I got ready for bed and sat there reading, I did not change (or unpause) the TV, I just left it with the
screen saver. She was in and out of the room doing stuff and eventually stood there at the foot of
the bed being very very chatty about a lot of stuff, mostly about her plans for the morning. This isn't
unusual behavior but she seemed a tad extra chatty. Maybe she was just excited about what she
was going to do in the morning. Then she got in bed, sat next to me, talked a lot more, did stuff with
her phone, then eventually put it down, looked at me and said "Someone wants something" with a
big smile.
See, me sitting in bed doing nothing but listening and talking with her to her has become a big cue
that I'm "interested." The key part of this is that the are no big distractions like the TV or looking
down at anything when she's talking. It's just us paying attention to each other which, believe it or
not, can be the exception and not the rule. It only works when she's receptive to it or in a good
mood, though. Hey it's far from putting on the moves, but it's my way of being totally available and
interested in her if she is also. If she's not, she won't really notice and she'll go about autopilot
turning on the TV, reading, or just venting before going to sleep.
Sorry this is already turning into a long story. I'll see if I can shorten it up.
So she says, "Someone wants something "
I said, "Don't I always? "
A brief lighthearted conversation about how often I want it and when the last time was that we did it.
Again in a good mood I think I tactfully communicated I would be interested in being with her more
often (not even exactly sexually.)
At this point I'm not noticing any odd behavior except possibly the chattiness and openness. It's
really hard to tell. Did GoA kick in. Did she pick up on mones and have a slight change of mood? I
dunno! But she was "PRESENT" and happy.
We kissed for a while and and eventually she ended up face down while I gently rubbed her back
and kissed her (and her shoulders and neck) from of sort of the side/behind. As I moved on top of
her still kissing her mouth, neck, shoulders, and back from behind my moned arm was right in her
face at which time she said, "Wow, you smell good!"
BUSTED!
I'm wearing unscented mones with no cover scent. To add to it I had showered about two hours
before so she knew something was added. Despite being unscented they have an faint odor which I
describe as kind of odd, but she must have been having a positive response to what she was
smelling. She asked what it was.
I had no idea what to say. I laughed and started acting cagey not answering the question and she
eventually got frustrated and said, "fine don't tell me." Eventually I convinced her that it was my
deodorant.
I don't like lying to her and I almost came clean and simply said, "It's just a light pheromone based
scent" hoping she wouldn't totally understand what that meant. I could have easily said it was just
supposed to be something attractive to women and she might have been content with that. I was
just avoiding having to show her a bottle even though I could have showed her L2K (as it looks like
a cologne bottle) and she'd have been happy.

Either way she really liked the smell which meant that she was getting the pheromones. But I don't
know if they were affecting her.
We had some hot sex in this position (lying down, me on top behind her) which she loves because
it's very dominating and she likes that somewhat aggressive dominance. She had a few extremely
intense orgasms. The credit for that went to not just the position but the specific angle and
technique which had her going crazy.
So did Xist cause her to do whatever it is Xist does?
Did GoA open her up to affection?
Did Evolve intensify her sexual state?
I'm going to at least give Evolve some credit. While great sex without alcohol does happen, it's
always better with alcohol. She needs something to let loose otherwise she's can be a little
awkward, self-consious, or just too cerebral and not just into the moment. But she went from what I
was say a non-horny state when we started to really into it by the time we started having sex (about
15 minutes of kissing and foreplay which she was really into.)
So Xist or GoA must have really gotten her into ... let's call it her passionate state.
Perhaps Evolve helped the foreplay get her really turned on and really enjoying the sex.
On their own I'm not sure they did ANYTHING. It's like it was an enhancer and even allowed room
for a little error when I don't kiss, touch, or whatever just quite right.
Unfortunately I can't tell you which products did which. All I can say is that she specifically liked the
smell of unscented Evolve.
When she smelled it she started sniffing like a dog which made me laugh. "I like that smell,
sniff-sniff-sniff-sniff, what is that?" I just about busted up laughing.
I don't know what to do next. I'm going to try Evolve/Xist again. I'm also going to try Evolve with
Bliss, Cohesion, or both (the BCE combo.) Either way Evolve has proven itself to be a keeper since
she really likes it.
I've got a few other products to experiment with so I have to figure out my game plan.
What's your opinions? Do I come (at least sort-of) clean on the scent? Let her know that this
"evolve" is what she likes. Really how is that any different than any cologne a guy wears because
it's supposed to make himself more attractive to women? The pump spray and where I get it is the
only odd thing about it.
This was surprising and I'm glad she didn't complain that it smelled like cat piss, which was my fear.
One other thing to add, she mentioned that my skin smells like "sniff sniff absolutely nothing,"
having just taken a shower so adding pheromones is clearly a key in getting something back unless
I don't shower for a few days.
TNHusband - April 16, 2015, 11:41 pm

(04-16-2015 4:23 PM)WhiteNoise309 Wrote: &nbsp;OK, so I had an interesting event last night.
Let's see if I can share without TMI
I used:
Evolve, Xist, and Grail of Affection. It wasn't my intent to use all 3 but it SeekingSuccess suggested
Xist with Evolve, and I threw on GoA at the last minute to see if I could get some attention with it.
Evolve - 1 spray inside right wrist

Xist - 1 spray just above the wrist (next to Evolve) on the inside right arm.
GoA - 1 drop (oil) back of the neck.
Well something happened but I can't say whether or not the mones had anything to do with it. She
was in a good mood not complaining about anything like not feeling well or body pain. She was
actively stuff together for he run in the morning with her lady running friends. The TV in the
bedroom was paused form some reality crap she was watching earlier (I think Survivor) and she
said "Feel free to change it."
I got ready for bed and sat there reading, I did not change (or unpause) the TV, I just left it with the
screen saver. She was in and out of the room doing stuff and eventually stood there at the foot of
the bed being very very chatty about a lot of stuff, mostly about her plans for the morning. This isn't
unusual behavior but she seemed a tad extra chatty. Maybe she was just excited about what she
was going to do in the morning. Then she got in bed, sat next to me, talked a lot more, did stuff with
her phone, then eventually put it down, looked at me and said "Someone wants something" with a
big smile.
See, me sitting in bed doing nothing but listening and talking with her to her has become a big cue
that I'm "interested." The key part of this is that the are no big distractions like the TV or looking
down at anything when she's talking. It's just us paying attention to each other which, believe it or
not, can be the exception and not the rule. It only works when she's receptive to it or in a good
mood, though. Hey it's far from putting on the moves, but it's my way of being totally available and
interested in her if she is also. If she's not, she won't really notice and she'll go about autopilot
turning on the TV, reading, or just venting before going to sleep.
Sorry this is already turning into a long story. I'll see if I can shorten it up.
So she says, "Someone wants something "
I said, "Don't I always? "
A brief lighthearted conversation about how often I want it and when the last time was that we did it.
Again in a good mood I think I tactfully communicated I would be interested in being with her more
often (not even exactly sexually.)
At this point I'm not noticing any odd behavior except possibly the chattiness and openness. It's
really hard to tell. Did GoA kick in. Did she pick up on mones and have a slight change of mood? I
dunno! But she was "PRESENT" and happy.
We kissed for a while and and eventually she ended up face down while I gently rubbed her back
and kissed her (and her shoulders and neck) from of sort of the side/behind. As I moved on top of
her still kissing her mouth, neck, shoulders, and back from behind my moned arm was right in her
face at which time she said, "Wow, you smell good!"
BUSTED!
I'm wearing unscented mones with no cover scent. To add to it I had showered about two hours
before so she knew something was added. Despite being unscented they have an faint odor which I
describe as kind of odd, but she must have been having a positive response to what she was
smelling. She asked what it was.
I had no idea what to say. I laughed and started acting cagey not answering the question and she
eventually got frustrated and said, "fine don't tell me." Eventually I convinced her that it was my
deodorant.
I don't like lying to her and I almost came clean and simply said, "It's just a light pheromone based

scent" hoping she wouldn't totally understand what that meant. I could have easily said it was just
supposed to be something attractive to women and she might have been content with that. I was
just avoiding having to show her a bottle even though I could have showed her L2K (as it looks like
a cologne bottle) and she'd have been happy.
Either way she really liked the smell which meant that she was getting the pheromones. But I don't
know if they were affecting her.
We had some hot sex in this position (lying down, me on top behind her) which she loves because
it's very dominating and she likes that somewhat aggressive dominance. She had a few extremely
intense orgasms. The credit for that went to not just the position but the specific angle and
technique which had her going crazy.
So did Xist cause her to do whatever it is Xist does?
Did GoA open her up to affection?
Did Evolve intensify her sexual state?
I'm going to at least give Evolve some credit. While great sex without alcohol does happen, it's
always better with alcohol. She needs something to let loose otherwise she's can be a little
awkward, self-consious, or just too cerebral and not just into the moment. But she went from what I
was say a non-horny state when we started to really into it by the time we started having sex (about
15 minutes of kissing and foreplay which she was really into.)
So Xist or GoA must have really gotten her into ... let's call it her passionate state.
Perhaps Evolve helped the foreplay get her really turned on and really enjoying the sex.
On their own I'm not sure they did ANYTHING. It's like it was an enhancer and even allowed room
for a little error when I don't kiss, touch, or whatever just quite right.
Unfortunately I can't tell you which products did which. All I can say is that she specifically liked the
smell of unscented Evolve.
When she smelled it she started sniffing like a dog which made me laugh. "I like that smell,
sniff-sniff-sniff-sniff, what is that?" I just about busted up laughing.
I don't know what to do next. I'm going to try Evolve/Xist again. I'm also going to try Evolve with
Bliss, Cohesion, or both (the BCE combo.) Either way Evolve has proven itself to be a keeper since
she really likes it.
I've got a few other products to experiment with so I have to figure out my game plan.
What's your opinions? Do I come (at least sort-of) clean on the scent? Let her know that this
"evolve" is what she likes. Really how is that any different than any cologne a guy wears because
it's supposed to make himself more attractive to women? The pump spray and where I get it is the
only odd thing about it.
This was surprising and I'm glad she didn't complain that it smelled like cat piss, which was my fear.
One other thing to add, she mentioned that my skin smells like "sniff sniff absolutely nothing,"
having just taken a shower so adding pheromones is clearly a key in getting something back unless
I don't shower for a few days.
Cool. This morning I had what I THINK is my first hit. I used Turn Up The Heat last night about an
hour before bed. Just one spray, but I used one spray much earlier in the day (about 10 am), so
maybe more than one spray by bedtime. She seemed a little affected, but not sexually. She kind of
tossed and turned during the night, but in a different way than normal. Almost like she was having a
sexual dream. This morning, I got up and used another spray of Turn Up The Heat and she woke
up more touchy-feely than usual. Not really initiating , but kind of playful. When I made the move,

she was already wet (not major, but enough to get started without lube). That is NOT normal. She
almost always needs time to get there and lube is almost always involved.
So, not sure Turn Up The Heat was the magic, but it. Is promising. I will keep trying it. Looking
forward to trying LIIK, as well.
WhiteNoise309 - April 17, 2015, 12:32 am

(04-16-2015 6:41 PM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;Cool. This morning I had what I THINK is my first
hit. I used Turn Up The Heat last night about an hour before bed. Just one spray, but I used one
spray much earlier in the day (about 10 am), so maybe more than one spray by bedtime. She
seemed a little affected, but not sexually. She kind of tossed and turned during the night, but in a
different way than normal. Almost like she was having a sexual dream. This morning, I got up and
used another spray of Turn Up The Heat and she woke up more touchy-feely than usual. Not really
initiating , but kind of playful. When I made the move, she was already wet (not major, but enough
to get started without lube). That is NOT normal. She almost always needs time to get there and
lube is almost always involved.
So, not sure Turn Up The Heat was the magic, but it. Is promising. I will keep trying it. Looking
forward to trying LIIK, as well. The one time I tried LIIK it did nothing for me so I'm interested in what
you get out of it.
Did you get V1 or v2?
Actually from what you said that sounds positive. I thought about getting TATH. Evolve is the only
thing sexual that I have and supposedly it can be a panty wetter but I wondered if I should get New
Pheromone Additive, Turn Up The Heat, or something else alpha-sexual.
Of course my wife liked Evolve as I said, so I'm going to see how far that goes for now. It seemed
to do a similar thing for me which is to get her ready without a lot of extra effort.
Hey, you got wetness. That sounds positive. Keep working at it and maybe at some point after
enough consistent arousal she'll make a move.
Good luck and keep us updated.
TNHusband - April 17, 2015, 1:20 am

(04-16-2015 7:32 PM)WhiteNoise309 Wrote: &nbsp;The one time I tried LIIK it did nothing for me
so I'm interested in what you get out of it.
Did you get V1 or v2?
Actually from what you said that sounds positive. I thought about getting TATH. Evolve is the only
thing sexual that I have and supposedly it can be a panty wetter but I wondered if I should get New
Pheromone Additive, Turn Up The Heat, or something else alpha-sexual.
Of course my wife liked Evolve as I said, so I'm going to see how far that goes for now. It seemed
to do a similar thing for me which is to get her ready without a lot of extra effort.
Hey, you got wetness. That sounds positive. Keep working at it and maybe at some point after
enough consistent arousal she'll make a move.
Good luck and keep us updated.
I am certainly no expert, but stick with what seems to work and figure out the right dose and/or
combo. My wife didn't react to Evolve at all, but I am going to try again. Maybe just wrong day or
something.
The LIIK is v1. We'll see.

t-Rex - April 17, 2015, 7:27 am

ok, i will share my technique with l2k since it's heavy sexual product based on my experience, don't
judge me if my tips doesn't work for you guys. when i use sexual product, basically i have to seduce
my FWB and make her comfortable with me while wearing l2k, let the l2k scent imprint her brain for
about 3-4 times, after 3-4 i repeated this technique, i don't need work hard to make her turn on,
simple as that
WhiteNoise309 - April 17, 2015, 7:05 pm

(04-16-2015 8:20 PM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;I am certainly no expert, but stick with what seems
to work and figure out the right dose and/or combo. My wife didn't react to Evolve at all, but I am
going to try again. Maybe just wrong day or something.
The LIIK is v1. We'll see. I think Evolve really only worked because she was in the right mood for it.
But she did say "You smell really good" in a rather enthusiastic way so it's going to be hard for me
to NOT want to keep using it and try other things. Also, you know, different women like different
things obviously. That's the hard part here.
I too am going to focus on LIIK for a while and see where it leads.
T-Rex is a believer. So maybe I'll try to have patience and try his advice here.
It's supposed to be good stuff it's hard to believe it won't help at all.
Last night she was talking about some pain or soreness down there from our last time so it's going
to be another day or two before I'm getting any. For me it might be a good opportunity to try a more
bonding mone.
Good luck.
TNHusband - April 17, 2015, 7:32 pm

(04-17-2015 2:05 PM)WhiteNoise309 Wrote: &nbsp;I think Evolve really only worked because she
was in the right mood for it. But she did say "You smell really good" in a rather enthusiastic way so
it's going to be hard for me to NOT want to keep using it and try other things. Also, you know,
different women like different things obviously. That's the hard part here.
I too am going to focus on LIIK for a while and see where it leads.
T-Rex is a believer. So maybe I'll try to have patience and try his advice here.
It's supposed to be good stuff it's hard to believe it won't help at all.
Last night she was talking about some pain or soreness down there from our last time so it's going
to be another day or two before I'm getting any. For me it might be a good opportunity to try a more
bonding mone.
Good luck.
Good luck! I know how frustrating it can be to have a wife that isn't reacting to you often. Sounds
like you are making progress, though.
Not sure about you, but using Pheromones has at least put some excitement into the situation.
Just thinking about it, looking for the reaction, etc. seems to help. Only downside I've noticed is that
I am more amped up than usual. Not sure if its self-effects of the Pheromones or just me thinking
about it more often than usual.
TNHusband - May 17, 2015, 1:01 am

After a good bit of testing, I am not getting much reaction from anyone. I say that with the caveat
that I may not have people in my phero cloud very long at any one time. But here's what I've tried

(generally for 2 to 3 days at a time, with a day or 2 break before changing to the next):
LIIK v1. - 2 to 3 sprays
Turn Up The Heat - 2 to 3 sprays
GOA alone - 3 to 4 drops on wrists and spread onto neck
GOA + THU - Same GOA + 2 sprays of THU on top of chest
Evolve + Xist - 2 to 3 sprays each
I haven't seen any real effect at all. My young daughter can smell it, but on real change in attitude
from anyone I encounter. Wife seems totally unaffected. Do I need to try higher doses?
kimosabe - May 17, 2015, 3:43 am

You need to try lower doses. Start at 1 drop or spray, and test each one for a week. Given that you
keep changing your uber pheromonal signature every 2-3 days, it's not surprising that your wife's
mind is dismissing it as chatter.
Give a week's rest from mones to reset things, then re-commence testing. Do not run combos until
you've discovered the sweetspot for each mone product you have.
Also behave congruently with the mone signature you're wearing:
LIIK - suave, charming, romantic
Turn Up The Heat - ravage her in bed
GOA - snuggle, cuddle and gently nibble her earlobe, neck, etc.
THU - you're James Bond
I have no experience with Evolve and Xist, others can chime in on these.
phero hacker - May 17, 2015, 9:20 am

Married Man Sex Life Primer is a good book for getting more from your relationship. Worked
wonders in my last one.
DarkLord1 - May 17, 2015, 3:32 pm

Welcome...I'm late, but lets just say I know what you are looking for.
I didn't read the entire thread and I know that this is about mones, but has she ever had her
hormone levels tested? Thyroid?
An other idea to try might be reading...Well before mones I had a girlfriend that described herself as
asexual.
I asked her to read some erotica and try some role playing...That worked really well.
When she was herself, she wasn't very sexual...when she acted like someone else, it was a much
better response.
Just a thought...
TNHusband - May 18, 2015, 1:54 am

Just to answer the last couple of posts.
1. I did try lower doses early on. Maybe not long enough, not sure. But I did try one spray of
single products for the first month or so, particularly Xist, Evolve, and Turn Up The Heat. I then
moved to Xist + Evolve (one spray each).

2. Been reading Married Man Sex Life Primer. Trying to ease into some of those changes, but I
have been doing some of that stuff the entire time we've been married. Hoping a couple of additions
will help, though.
3. Yes, her hormones could be an issue. She is on thyroid meds (has been for years and it runs in
her family). She got off birth control about 2 years ago and the change has been noticeable.
Mones were/are an attempt to push her just a bit further than she is now. Not looking for a huge
change. Things aren't that bad, but I would just like a little spark from her every now and then. With
so many people talking about ONS and definite sexual hits from strangers, I was hoping for the
same effect on the wife. Maybe They don't work on a wife the same way they work on
strangers?????
WhiteNoise309 - May 18, 2015, 8:56 pm

I'll put this out there. You may want to consider having her try DHEA. 25mg a day and it's cheap
(GNC sells it.)
DHEA is a pre-hormone recreated by the adrenal gland. When we're stressed the adrenal gland
releases more cortisol and less DHEA, when we're not stressed it's more DHEA and less cortisol.
DHEA is the pre-hormone to production of testosterone and estrogen.
The common misconception is that we naturally produce less testosterone and DHEA as we get
older but some believe that stressful lives actually causes us to lose the ability to produce DHEA as
we get older that we'd otherwise be able to produce throughout life.
In any case for older people in their 40s, 25mg of DHEA can restore closer to normal levels. As a
result more testosterone in a woman and therefore labito.
The side affects for women can be hair grown, deepening of voice, or anything associated with
testosterone therapy. It's not clear to me how common that is or if that's only when doses are too
high. It's enough to me me reluctant to convince my wife to take it until she really needs it, possibly
after menopause and after having DHEA levels tested. (I don't think it's necessary, yet.) Also
testosterone can cause women to have more sever cramps during menstruation. That's something I
learned about with high protein / low-carb diets.
I wish I could find it but I read one thing that cited a specific study that married women who took
DHEA supplements reported better sexual satisfaction and higher sex drive.
Just search google for DHEA and it's affects on women's sex drive or sexual satisfaction.
Here are two to get started:
http://www.life-enhancement.com/magazine/article/384-dhea-can-help-keep-women-in-love
http://www.thebetterhealthstore.com/news/Sex030801.html
I don't know if that's going to help solve sexual interest with your wife. But knowing what I do, she
has health problems that that seem to affect this and trying a DHEA for about a week could be a
worthwhile thing. Of course you'd have to convince her to take it.
The best thing to do is have DHEA levels tested to know exactly where she is, eventually.
Of course I say all of this and I know what you're going to say. That she's had all of her hormone
levels tested and that you already tried this. Anytime I have a suggestion it turns out you've already
tried it.

As for pheromones. I've been testing for about a month and they haven't much for me on their own.
The only time it seems to help is when I wear a sexual one when we're getting intimate and having
sex. It seems like the sexual mones heighten the excitement for her and she becomes a little more

sexually aggressive, more primal, or more sexually intense AFTER I get her going.
T-Rex explained that he wore LIIK while seducing his girlfriend, then after a few times he could just
wear LIIK to turn her on.
This is now what I'm trying to do. I have LIIK, Evolve, and New Pheromone Additive and I'll
consistently try each of those to see which one works best.
I figure that if I smell a certain way when she's having her best time, then she may start to associate
that smell with her own desire.
TNHusband - May 19, 2015, 1:17 am

(05-18-2015 3:56 PM)WhiteNoise309 Wrote: &nbsp;I'll put this out there. You may want to
consider having her try DHEA. 25mg a day and it's cheap (GNC sells it.)
DHEA is a pre-hormone recreated by the adrenal gland. When we're stressed the adrenal gland
releases more cortisol and less DHEA, when we're not stressed it's more DHEA and less cortisol.
DHEA is the pre-hormone to production of testosterone and estrogen.
The common misconception is that we naturally produce less testosterone and DHEA as we get
older but some believe that stressful lives actually causes us to lose the ability to produce DHEA as
we get older that we'd otherwise be able to produce throughout life.
In any case for older people in their 40s, 25mg of DHEA can restore closer to normal levels. As a
result more testosterone in a woman and therefore labito.
The side affects for women can be hair grown, deepening of voice, or anything associated with
testosterone therapy. It's not clear to me how common that is or if that's only when doses are too
high. It's enough to me me reluctant to convince my wife to take it until she really needs it, possibly
after menopause and after having DHEA levels tested. (I don't think it's necessary, yet.) Also
testosterone can cause women to have more sever cramps during menstruation. That's something I
learned about with high protein / low-carb diets.
I wish I could find it but I read one thing that cited a specific study that married women who took
DHEA supplements reported better sexual satisfaction and higher sex drive.
Just search google for DHEA and it's affects on women's sex drive or sexual satisfaction.
Here are two to get started:
http://www.life-enhancement.com/magazine/article/384-dhea-can-help-keep-women-in-love
http://www.thebetterhealthstore.com/news/Sex030801.html
I don't know if that's going to help solve sexual interest with your wife. But knowing what I do, she
has health problems that that seem to affect this and trying a DHEA for about a week could be a
worthwhile thing. Of course you'd have to convince her to take it.
The best thing to do is have DHEA levels tested to know exactly where she is, eventually.
Of course I say all of this and I know what you're going to say. That she's had all of her hormone
levels tested and that you already tried this. Anytime I have a suggestion it turns out you've already
tried it.

As for pheromones. I've been testing for about a month and they haven't much for me on their own.
The only time it seems to help is when I wear a sexual one when we're getting intimate and having
sex. It seems like the sexual mones heighten the excitement for her and she becomes a little more
sexually aggressive, more primal, or more sexually intense AFTER I get her going.
T-Rex explained that he wore LIIK while seducing his girlfriend, then after a few times he could just
wear LIIK to turn her on.

This is now what I'm trying to do. I have LIIK, Evolve, and New Pheromone Additive and I'll
consistently try each of those to see which one works best.
I figure that if I smell a certain way when she's having her best time, then she may start to associate
that smell with her own desire.
This time, you might have something I can try. Just have to get over her reluctance. I know her
hormones are somewhat out of whack, but she hasn't been tested in a while. She was going to a
clinic that supposedly specialized in that kind of thing (specifically as it related to the thyroid issue),
but she didn't see any change and stopped going. I don't think anything has been checked since
then.
Jimmycrack - May 11, 2016, 12:22 pm

OMG. So many similarities in these posts. I call it phero roulette.
So here is my crazy experience, I have tracked cycle, tracked various mones in small, medium,
large doses, mixes etc.
The only close magic bullet that I have found is a vacation on the beach, some cocktails,
adventures and no major pressures of obligations. And even that isn't consistent.
A little bit of backstory, I have had great success with early A314, NNPA, Copulins, Aqua Vitae,
Alter Ego, at different times.
I've also been burned: "You smell like you want sex, so here it is"
In other words any pseudo-science tracking/controls were somewhat blown out the window
because she associates my wearing scents with my "wanting it" and her reaction is now sometimes:
"I know you want it because the way you smell, but I am just too tired."
What is weirder still is sometimes I'll get great reactions from say copulins and then others it seems
like they are a big turn off...
In this case the subject is 50+ so add to the mix peri menopause and fluctuating hormones.
So I will have to say at this current time Evolve with titch of Cohesion seems to be doing the trick.
Turn Up The Heat also seemed to work but only after things were pointed in that direction.
So I would say a couple drops of Evolve a couple or more hours before.
When the others seem to be failing, this one seemed to still work and by that I mean, it led
eventually to some heat in the bedroom - but think slow burn.
When AV, New Pheromone Additive, A314 were on, that fast-n-dirty. But I cannot reliably duplicate
anymore, so I am testing against cycle times. Evolve has seemed to work at various times of the
month/cycle.
Jimmy42 - May 11, 2016, 2:39 pm

(05-11-2016 7:22 AM)Jimmycrack Wrote: &nbsp;OMG. So many similarities in these posts. I call it
phero roulette.
So here is my crazy experience, I have tracked cycle, tracked various mones in small, medium,
large doses, mixes etc.
The only close magic bullet that I have found is a vacation on the beach, some cocktails,

adventures and no major pressures of obligations. And even that isn't consistent.
A little bit of backstory, I have had great success with early A314, NNPA, Copulins, Aqua Vitae,
Alter Ego, at different times.
I've also been burned: "You smell like you want sex, so here it is"
In other words any pseudo-science tracking/controls were somewhat blown out the window
because she associates my wearing scents with my "wanting it" and her reaction is now sometimes:
"I know you want it because the way you smell, but I am just too tired."
What is weirder still is sometimes I'll get great reactions from say copulins and then others it seems
like they are a big turn off...
In this case the subject is 50+ so add to the mix peri menopause and fluctuating hormones.
So I will have to say at this current time Evolve with titch of Cohesion seems to be doing the trick.
Turn Up The Heat also seemed to work but only after things were pointed in that direction.
So I would say a couple drops of Evolve a couple or more hours before.
When the others seem to be failing, this one seemed to still work and by that I mean, it led
eventually to some heat in the bedroom - but think slow burn.
When AV, New Pheromone Additive, A314 were on, that fast-n-dirty. But I cannot reliably duplicate
anymore, so I am testing against cycle times. Evolve has seemed to work at various times of the
month/cycle. I've found Evolve spray to be more effective than the oil in regards to a woman of a
certain age where cycles are involved.
jb20 - May 13, 2016, 2:01 am

(05-11-2016 9:39 AM)Jimmy42 Wrote: &nbsp;I've found Evolve spray to be more effective than the
oil in regards to a woman of a certain age where cycles are involved.
Details?
Jimmy42 - May 13, 2016, 5:53 pm

(05-12-2016 9:01 PM)jb20 Wrote: &nbsp;Details? Woman hitting pre-menopause messed up all my
pheromone experimenting. Products that were concrete reliable like evolve oil wasn't affecting her
anymore. I switched to evolve spray and it hits her over the head almost instantly. I use 2 sprays to
upper chest since I am mid-forties. My testing has always found the menstruation cycle as a big
factor as to when/how effective mones hit. So it appears even more so with menopause.
DarkLord1 - May 13, 2016, 6:10 pm

My wife was very similar, but NOW we have turned a corner....
Don't know if this will work for you, but Androsterone blends with copulins are getting so much
attention that I actually need a break. Titan and Captain + Copulins are the ones that have been
working for me lately.
She is asking for it now....Trying to get it when I'm sleeping.....All stuff she didn't do before.
I'm early 40's and she is late 30's....I've been wearing pheromones for almost 4 years and didn't
really "get it" until now.

Wolf would make her playful, but it made me tired all the time....Captain alone makes her the most
submissive (she is not the submissive type, by nature)....when I add the copulins, it gets her going.
Titan too, but she is not submissive when I have that on.
Just the copulins alone seem to get her attention. Let me say that Passion Copulin Concentrate is
easier to work with for a newbie than Essence of Woman ...I have both and Essence of Woman
kicks my ass with that funk...Takes closer to 30+ minutes for it to dry down on me....unless I get in
front of the fan.
As you know, you may have to experiment to find out what she likes. My friend tried Evolve (which
seems to turn on other women around me, but not my wife) and he got headaches and it did not turn
on his wife (but it did turn on his coworker at a convention).
Oh yeah, my wife knows that I'm wearing them and doesn't believe that they work...She keeps
saying that she is getting more sleep and that is doing it....She used to stay at home when we didn't
have kids and she wasn't this fired up, so I'm not buying that.....but whatever. When I take a phero
break...things go back to normal....Last irony: She thinks Androsterone stinks, but she doesn't think
copulins stink when I wear them. Hmmmm.
Vincent_Vega - May 13, 2016, 7:07 pm

(05-13-2016 1:10 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;My wife was very similar, but NOW we have turned
a corner....
Don't know if this will work for you, but Androsterone blends with copulins are getting so much
attention that I actually need a break. Titan and Captain + Copulins are the ones that have been
working for me lately.
She is asking for it now....Trying to get it when I'm sleeping.....All stuff she didn't do before.
I'm early 40's and she is late 30's....I've been wearing pheromones for almost 4 years and didn't
really "get it" until now.
Wolf would make her playful, but it made me tired all the time....Captain alone makes her the most
submissive (she is not the submissive type, by nature)....when I add the copulins, it gets her going.
Titan too, but she is not submissive when I have that on.
Just the copulins alone seem to get her attention. Let me say that Passion Copulin Concentrate is
easier to work with for a newbie than Essence of Woman ...I have both and Essence of Woman
kicks my ass with that funk...Takes closer to 30+ minutes for it to dry down on me....unless I get in
front of the fan.
As you know, you may have to experiment to find out what she likes. My friend tried Evolve (which
seems to turn on other women around me, but not my wife) and he got headaches and it did not turn
on his wife (but it did turn on his coworker at a convention).
Oh yeah, my wife knows that I'm wearing them and doesn't believe that they work...She keeps
saying that she is getting more sleep and that is doing it....She used to stay at home when we didn't
have kids and she wasn't this fired up, so I'm not buying that.....but whatever. When I take a phero
break...things go back to normal....Last irony: She thinks Androsterone stinks, but she doesn't think
copulins stink when I wear them. Hmmmm.
Titan already has cops in it. So you add even more?
DarkLord1 - May 13, 2016, 10:26 pm

(05-13-2016 2:07 PM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;Titan already has cops in it. So you add even
more?
Sometimes, yes....I wear extra with Titan. I wore some today with Captain and had lunch with one
of my female test subjects. IE...She knows that I wear pheromones. She has a boyfriend and likes
giving me feedback.
She is hispanic and 25 years old....She really likes Captain and today I introduced her to Captain +
Copulins.
She thinks Captain is sexy and mature and she gets a bit wet. She got a 7 in wetness today with
Captain + Copulins.
She sat there for lunch and had to go put in a panty liner.
Light headed at first and then she was excited. She was so embarassed that she called me after we
finished eating to tell me the details.
She said that she wanted to sit on my lap while we ate...Her mind was imagining fucking me and
she could not really keep eye contact.
All I could tell eating across from her was the she had dilated pupils, she moved a bit in her seat,
and at one point she left and went to the ladies room (panty liner).
She asked me if I got horny and I did not get horny at all...Titan copulins+ makes me horny right
away....When I put on copulins separately, it takes a day or more before I get horny....Maybe Thundr
has copulins and P83 in Titan.
She now wants some for herself and her boyfriend. So I believe this combo could excite a wife...
Last part: She did not seem to think that the Copulins were stinky, but just like my wife, she thought
that the Captain application was musky...but she likes that. She also thought, at first, that wearing
copulins was nasty...until them panties got so wet...and then she wanted some.
Vincent_Vega - May 13, 2016, 11:00 pm

@DarkLord: It's funny how I used cops with my SO even if everybody says that you shouldn't
because it could backfire. For the first time in months, she initiated. And now, one day later, I see
you here recommending to use cops with wifey and I totally agree.
Maybe not drops of DM or Essence of Woman , but some diluted drops can definitely generate a
subconscious jealousy, which will make her try harder to 'keep' you.
MMM - May 13, 2016, 11:17 pm

(05-13-2016 5:26 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;Sometimes, yes....I wear extra with Titan. I wore
some today with Captain and had lunch with one of my female test subjects. IE...She knows that I
wear pheromones. She has a boyfriend and likes giving me feedback.
She is hispanic and 25 years old....She really likes Captain and today I introduced her to Captain +
Copulins.
She thinks Captain is sexy and mature and she gets a bit wet. She got a 7 in wetness today with
Captain + Copulins.
She sat there for lunch and had to go put in a panty liner.

Light headed at first and then she was excited. She was so embarassed that she called me after we
finished eating to tell me the details.
She said that she wanted to sit on my lap while we ate...Her mind was imagining fucking me and
she could not really keep eye contact.
All I could tell eating across from her was the she had dilated pupils, she moved a bit in her seat,
and at one point she left and went to the ladies room (panty liner).
She asked me if I got horny and I did not get horny at all...Titan copulins+ makes me horny right
away....When I put on copulins separately, it takes a day or more before I get horny....Maybe Thundr
has copulins and P83 in Titan.
She now wants some for herself and her boyfriend. So I believe this combo could excite a wife...
Last part: She did not seem to think that the Copulins were stinky, but just like my wife, she thought
that the Captain application was musky...but she likes that. She also thought, at first, that wearing
copulins was nasty...until them panties got so wet...and then she wanted some.
May we have your dosages and application points, please?
DarkLord1 - May 14, 2016, 1:40 am

(05-13-2016 6:00 PM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;@DarkLord: It's funny how I used cops with my
SO even if everybody says that you shouldn't because it could backfire. For the first time in months,
she initiated. And now, one day later, I see you here recommending to use cops with wifey and I
totally agree.
Maybe not drops of DM or Essence of Woman , but some diluted drops can definitely generate a
subconscious jealousy, which will make her try harder to 'keep' you.
1. My wife knows I wear them, but she still accuses me of cheating....I think you have to tell her so
that she doesn't really think you are fooling around.
2. Makes me confident as hell...Terry was right about copulins. I was afraid of them before, but now
I bath in them. Pussy is Life and Life is Pussy....

(05-13-2016 6:17 PM)MMM Wrote: &nbsp;May we have your dosages and application points,
please?
1 spray of Titan or Captain...Not sure how much copulins because it is a roller ball...I put the
Copulins on my arm like Terry suggests. Crook of elbow and wrist....when I'm wearing short
sleeves.....Chest when i'm wearing long sleeves.....I go crazy rolling it on, so not precise at all...I use
more Passion Copulin Concentrate than Essence of Woman because it takes so long to dry down
and it really does smell...I like the smell, but it makes me worry about others.
RTBoss - May 14, 2016, 2:15 am

(05-13-2016 5:26 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;She knows that I wear pheromones. She has a
boyfriend and likes giving me feedback.
She is hispanic and 25 years old....She really likes Captain and today I introduced her to Captain +
Copulins.
She thinks Captain is sexy and mature and she gets a bit wet. She got a 7 in wetness today with
Captain + Copulins.
We all need these kind of women around. I would love to have a test harem. 5-10 chicks that

report how they feel and what they're thinking during exposure, and how it changes over time.
Love it. Hang out with her more.
Vincent_Vega - May 14, 2016, 9:39 am

(05-13-2016 8:40 PM)DarkLord1 Wrote: &nbsp;1. My wife knows I wear them, but she still accuses
me of cheating....I think you have to tell her so that she doesn't really think you are fooling around.
That's why I said that you should dilute it so that the reaction isn't 'oh god, he smells like another
pussy, he cheated on me' but rather a subconscious one.
For now, 1.7mcgs cops resulted in more touchiness and horniness but no obvious jealousy. I will
keep testing higher dosages to see when it happens.
DarkLord1 - May 14, 2016, 7:01 pm

(05-13-2016 9:15 PM)RTBoss Wrote: &nbsp;We all need these kind of women around. I would
love to have a test harem. 5-10 chicks that report how they feel and what they're thinking during
exposure, and how it changes over time.
Love it. Hang out with her more.
We hang out when we can...All you have to do is talk about open minded topics....meditation,
subliminals, etc and then you find out if they are open minded. Mention attraction and
chemistry...Tease them with the idea that science has figured it out and then introduce it. Ask if they
are open minded enough to give you feedback on what you wear...Voila....That is about how it
works for me. No pressure...Just nonchalant about being curious...and science....I also showed her
an article on Copulin and male testosterone response...Her response, "How do you find this
stuff?"...Just curious...."That's so cool...I wish my boyfriend was curious."
(05-14-2016 4:39 AM)Vincent_Vega Wrote: &nbsp;That's why I said that you should dilute it so that
the reaction isn't 'oh god, he smells like another pussy, he cheated on me' but rather a subconscious
one.
For now, 1.7mcgs cops resulted in more touchiness and horniness but no obvious jealousy. I will
keep testing higher dosages to see when it happens.
Not sure how to dilute my copulins down to a certain mcg level....I keep it out of my hair...except
chest hair....and then go. Both of my bottles are roller bottles.
RoyalWvlf - May 17, 2016, 10:42 pm

(04-12-2015 12:51 AM)TNHusband Wrote: &nbsp;I saw another new user with a very similar
situation. I am in my early 40s with wife who is a few years younger. She has a pretty low sex
drive, but we have sex 4 to 5 times per month. She never initiates and just doesn't seem that
interested (at least not until we get started). I have been looking for something that would create
that excitement in her. Not looking to attract anyone else.
Now, I have tried Xist, Evolve, Xist-Evolve combo, and Ascend, but I haven't seen any effect from
her (or anyone else, for that matter). Not sure if they just don't work for me, for her, or both. I have
generally used 2 sprays on the base of my neck and chest, but went to 3 sprays of Evolve only, one
spray behind the neck and 2 on the chest. Still, no noticeable effect.
We aren't sitting or standing very close to each other very much, though. We probably sit 15 to 20
feet apart at home with the kids in the room most of the time, so not sure if that's part of the
problem.
I am looking at ordering LIIK v.1, but have also ordered P75 and Turn Up The Heat (neither is here

yet, though). All of these I chose from reviews here.
Any ideas would be great.
I definitely recommend turn up the heat (Turn Up The Heat).. Def gets the engine running and
making love is more spicy with it on.

